
Event Details

Event  Name Value  Added  Course

Topic Tally Essentials

Date 2024 - 05 - 06  to  2024 - 05 - 10

Mode Offline

Organizer  Name Dr. Kiran  Sood

Resource  Person Diksha |Tally Expert  Trainer

No . of  Participants 30

SDG No

SDG 4: Quality  Education ,  SDG 8: Decent  Work  and  Economic  Growth ,  SDG 9: Industry , 

Innovation  and  Infrastructure ,  SDG 12: Responsible  Consumption  and  Production ,  SDG 17: 

Partnership  for  the  Goals

Objective :
1.To introduce  participants  to  Tally software  and  its  functionalities

2.To develop  proficiency  in data  entry  and  management  within  Tally

3.To enhance  skills  in generating  various  financial  reports  using  Tally

4.To provide  practical  experience  in inventory  management  through  Tally

Description :
The  five - day Tally course  organized  for  BCom students  proved  to  be  an enriching  and  empowering  experience , equipping  

participants  with  essential  skills  in financial  accounting  and  Tally software  proficiency . The  course  commenced  with  an 

overview  of  Tally software , introducing  participants  to  its  interface , features , and  functionalities . Led  by experienced  

instructors , the  sessions  delved  into  fundamental  accounting  principles , providing  students  with  a solid  foundation  to  apply  

within  the  Tally environment . Through  interactive  lectures , practical  demonstrations , and  hands - on  exercises , students  

gained  proficiency  in data  entry , financial  reporting , and  inventory  management  using  Tally. Throughout  the  course , 

participants  actively  engaged  in problem - solving  activities , tackling  real - world  accounting  scenarios  to  sharpen  their  critical  

thinking  skills  and  attention  to  detail . The  instructors  fostered  a collaborative  learning  environment , encouraging  peer - to -

peer  interaction  and  knowledge  sharing  among  participants . One  of  the  highlights  of  the  event  was  the  emphasis  on  

practical  application . Students  had  the  opportunity  to  practice  their  newly  acquired  skills  in simulated  business  scenarios , 

enabling  them  to  experience  firsthand  the  role  of  Tally in streamlining  accounting  processes  and  facilitating  informed  

decision - making . The  course  concluded  with  a comprehensive  assessment  to  evaluate  participants ' understanding  and

proficiency  in Tally software  and  accounting  principles . 

Outcomes :
1.Students  have  displayed  proficient  navigation  of  Tally software , showcasing  confidence  in its  features  and  functionalities .
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2.Students  have  successfully  generated  various  financial  reports  using  Tally.

3.Hands - on  experience  in inventory  management  using  Tally equipped  participants  with  practical  skills  for  real - world  

applications .

4.Students  showcased  adept  problem - solving  skills , applying  Tally knowledge  to  4.resolve  accounting  challenges  and  make  

informed  decisions .

A group photograph  for the  first  day Mastering  Tally  together

Faculty  guiding  students  through  Tally  commands Success  captured : Finishing  the  Tally  course !
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